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A word about Personal Protective Equipment: 
 
Body fluids, such as blood, saliva, vomit, and urine can 
sometimes carry germs that cause diseases. 
 
Personal Protective Equipment includes: 

 Gloves: wear whenever you give first aid 

 Eye Protection: should be worn if the victim is bleeding or if 
you are concerned about secretions getting into your eyes 
(such as vomit). 

 Face Mask or face shield: use whenever giving rescue 
breaths 

 
Always wash your hands with soap and water 

after caring for the victim. 
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Allergic Reaction 
 

 Mild (remember this can become a bad reaction 
within minutes) 

o Stuffy nose, sneezing, itching around eyes 
o Itching of skin 
o Raised, red rash on the skin 
o Abdominal cramps, nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea 

 

 Severe 
o Trouble breathing or swallowing 
o Swelling of tongue and face 
o Collapse/loss of consciousness 

 
What to do 

 Call 911 

 Epi Pen injection in the side of thigh 
(note time given if possible) 

 How to use? 

 Remove yellow or green cap from 
EpiPen/EpiPen Junior (for children weighing 
33 to 66 lbs) and remove from storage tube 

 Grasp unit with black tip pointing downward 

 Form fist around the unit (black tip down) 

 With other hand, pull off gray safety release 

 Hold black tip near outer thigh 

 Jab firmly into outer thigh until it clicks so that unit is at a 90 
degree angel to thigh (can inject through clothing) 

 Hold firmly against thigh for 10 seconds 

 Remove unit from thigh and massage injected area for 10 
seconds. 

 Return auto injector into storage tube 

 http://www.epipen.com/howtouse_high.aspx 
 
 

 If the victim becomes unresponsive, do CPR as needed.  

http://www.epipen.com/howtouse_high.aspx
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Asthma Attack 
 
Signs of Breathing Problems: 

 Breathing very fast or very slowly 

 Is working hard with every breath: chest 
and neck are pulled in with breathing. 

 Victim is hunched over. 

 Has noisy breathing – you hear a sound or 
whistle as air enters or leaves the lungs 
(breathing in or breathing out) 

 Has trouble making sound or speaking more than a few 
words at a time. 

 Skin may be pale or gray in color – lips/fingernails may be 
gray or blue. 

 May be drowsy in appearance. 
 

Care: 

 Keep victim calm. Allow victim to assume position of 
comfort. 

 If victim has an inhaler, let him/her use it. (Usually 2 puffs) 

 Call 911 

 If victim becomes unresponsive, begin CPR. 
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Bleeding 

 Wear personal protective equipment. 

 Apply pressure to area after covering with 
clean dressing large enough to cover site. 

 If bleeding comes through, add more dressing 
(do not remove original dressing) 

 If bleeding from arm or leg, raise area higher than 
chest (as long as it does not cause pain to the victim.) 

 DO NOT remove penetrating objects from wound. 

 Call 911 if bleeding excessive and unable to stop 
bleeding. 

 

 

 

 

Amputation: 
 Stop bleeding from stump with direct pressure (as above) 
 If amputated part found, rinse with water and cover with a 
 clean dressing. 

If possible, place wrapped part into watertight plastic bag 
and seal. 

 Place the sealed bag in another container with ice. 
  (DO NOT place amputated part directly on ice.) 
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Burns 
 
 
Burns caused by heat: 

 If victim is on fire, have the victim “stop, drop, and roll.” 
 Call 911 
 Cover the victim with a blanket and soak in water 
 Once the fire is out, remove burned clothing and 

jewelry from burned area if NOT stuck to skin. 

 If burn area small, cool it immediately with cold water. If 
possible, hold burned area under cold tap water for 15-30 
minutes. 

 Cover burn with a dry, non-sticking sterile or clean dressing. 
 
 
DO NOT put ointment, medicine, butter, oil on burn. 
 
 
Burns caused by electrocution and electrical injury: 

 DO NOT touch victim as long as the victim is in contact 
with the power source. Turn off the main power switch. 

 Call 911 

 If victim is unresponsive, get the AED and begin CPR 
if indicated. 
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Choking 
 
 

 If victim can breathe, do not do anything. Allow victim to 
try to cough. 

 If victim cannot breath, give 5 back blows and 5 
abdominal thrust then repeat until person is able to speak, 
breath, or cough or becomes unconscious. 
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Dental Emergencies 
 
 
 
Bitten Lip or Tongue 
 

 Clean the area gently with a cloth and apply cold compresses 
to reduce any swelling. 

 If the bleeding doesn’t stop, seek medical attention. 
 
Broken Tooth 
 

 Rinse mouth with warm water to clean the area. 

 Use cold compresses on the area to keep any swelling down. 

 See family dentist. 
 
Jaw-Possibly Broken 
 

 Apply cold compresses to control swelling. 

 Seek medical attention. 
 
Knocked Out Tooth 
 

 Hold the tooth by the crown and rinse off the root of tooth in 
water if it’s dirty. 

 Do not scrub it or remove any attached tissue fragments. 

 If possible, gently insert and hold the tooth in its socket. 

 If that isn’t possible, put the tooth in a cup of milk and see 
family dentist as soon as possible. 

 
Contact parent or guardian if necessary. 
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Diabetic Emergencies 
 
 

Low Blood Sugar 
 

Signs and Symptoms 

 Change in behavior, such as confusion or irritability 

 Sleepiness or even unresponsiveness 

 Hunger, thirst, or weakness 

 Sweating, pale skin color 

 Seizure activity 
 

Actions 

 Victim awake and can swallow? 
o Give victim something containing lots of sugar to eat 

or drink (juice or packet of sugar) 
o Have the victim sit quietly or lie down 
o If the victim does not feel better within a few 

minutes after giving him/her juice or sugar, call 911. 
 

 Victim not responding normally or is unresponsive? 
o Phone 911 
o DO NOT give victim anything to eat or drink 
o Do CPR if indicated 
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Eye Injuries 
 
When a speck or particle is in the eye: 

 DO NOT have victim rub the eye. 

 Life the upper lid over the lower lid allowing the eye lashes to 
brush whatever is in the ye off the inside of the upper lid. 

 Allow victim to blink a few times and let the eye remove the 
particle out of the eye. Flushing eye with water/eye wash may 
help. 

 If the particle remains, keep the eye closed and get medical 
help. 

A hit or blow to the eye: 

 Immediately apply an ice cold compress for about 15 minutes to 
reduce pain and swelling. Be careful not to put pressure on the 
eye itself. 

 Blurred vision can mean that damage has occurred. Seek 
medical care. 

Cuts to the eye or eyelid: 

 Bandage the eye gently with gauze and first aid tape and 
immediately get medical help. 

 Do not attempt to wash out the eye or remove an object stuck 
in the eye. 

 Never apply pressure to the injured eye or eyelid and do not let 
victim rub the eye. 

When chemicals splash in the eye: 

 Immediately flood the eye with water, using your fingers to hold 
the eye open as wide as possible. 

 Hold victim’s head under a faucet or pour water into the eye 
from any clean container for at least 15 minutes. If unable to 
tolerate, have victim place face in full sink and blink eye 
repeatedly. 

 DO NOT bandage the eye. 

 Get medical help as soon as you have finished washing the 
eye. 
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Falls: Head and Spine Injuries 

 
Signs of Head Injury: 

 Unresponsive, sleepy, or confused 

 Complains of a headache 

 Has difficulty seeing 

 Has difficulty moving any body part 

 Has a seizure 
Suspect Spine Injury if: 

 Injury to upper part of the body – especially head or chest 

 Injured by falling object, a forceful blow to the head or chest, a 
motor vehicle crash, or fall from a height 

 
Care: 
Call 911 if a head or spine injury is suspected. 

DO NOT ALLOW VICTIM’S HEAD OR NECK TO 
MOVE IN ANY DIRECTION. 

 Hold head and neck so that the head and neck do not move, 
bend, or twist. 

 Do not move the victim unless the victim is in danger, needs 
CPR, or if victim is vomiting. 

 If you must turn victim, be sure to roll the victim while you 
support the victim’s head, neck, and trunk so the head and 
neck are kept in line and do not twist, bend, or turn in any 
direction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Injury to Bones, Joints, or Muscles: 

 DO NOT straighten any injured part that is bent (arm, leg, 
finger, etc) 

 Place ice or a cold pack over the injured area 

 Victim should not walk in an injured foot or leg if pain noted 

 If you suspect a break to a bone, splint from joint above to joint 
below injury. 
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Insect Stings 
 
 

 Wash stings or bite area with soap and water. 

 Put an ice bag wrapped in a towel or cloth over the sting or bite 
area. 

 Watch the victim for at least 30 minutes for sings of allergic 
reaction. 

 Bees are the only insects that leave their stingers behind. If the 
victim was stung by a bee, look for the stinger. DO NOT pull the 
stinger out with tweezers or your fingers as squeezing the 
venom sac can release more venom. Scrape away the stinger 
and venom sac with something hard (such as a credit card, one 
edge of a pair of scissors, or the dull side of a knife.) 

 
Note: If the victim is having signs of a bad allergic reaction – swelling 
of the tongue and face or trouble breathing – deal with these 
symptoms prior to removing the stinger. 
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Nosebleeds 
 

 Apply personal protective equipment 

 Press both sides of victim’s nostrils while victim sits and leans 
forward. 

 Place constant pressure on both sides of the nostrils for a few 
minutes. 

 If bleeding continues, press harder and hold pressure 

 DO NOT ask victim to lean his/her head back 

 DO NOT use an icepack on nose or forehead 

 If victim has trouble breathing, call 911. 
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Seizures 
 
 Signs of Seizure 

 Loss of muscle control 

 Jerking movements of arms, legs, and sometimes other 
parts of body 

 May be unresponsive 
 

Action 

 Phone 911 

 Protect victim from injury by: 
o Moving furniture or other objects out of the victim’s way 
o Placing a pad or towel under victim’s head 

 
 

Note: 
DO NOT hold victim down or put anything in victim’s mouth 
 
After seizure activity stops, victim may be confused/dazed for a 
few minutes. Stay with victim until he/she becomes fully awake. 
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Have a few supplies on hand 
 

 Gloves 
 Masks 
 Goggles 
 Rescue Breathing Shields 
 Gauze Pads 
 Adhesive Tape 
 Sugar Packets 
 Instant Activating Cold Packs 
 Re-sealable Plastic Bags 

 

 

 

 

Sources: 
 
American Heart Association Heart Saver First Aid Text, 2002. 
 
Asthma Care: http://www.aap.org/healthtopics/asthma.cfm 
 
Dental Emergencies: 
http://www.ada.org/public/manage/emergencies.asp 
 
EpiPen Website: http://www.epipen.com/anaphylaxis_main.aspx 
 
Eye Treatment: 
http://www.healthlink.mcw.edu/article/923883338.html 
 

 

 

http://www.aap.org/healthtopics/asthma.cfm
http://www.ada.org/public/manage/emergencies.asp
http://www.epipen.com/anaphylaxis_main.aspx
http://www.healthlink.mcw.edu/article/923883338.html

